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1. Class/Classes to which the action is addressed:  

Participants- students of Grades 1-8. 

 

2. Stimulus/trigger:  

Apprise European Union festive and asssigne Chocolate Day attention. 

The day of chocolate is one of the great ways to attract and engage students in 

participating in different activities to showcase  their achievements and gain 

confidence out of the classroom 

 

3. To which students’ need does the specific action correspond?  

The self cast chocolate develops creative approach to festive celebrating and visual 

arts practical skills. 

 

4. Aims: 

To make brige between visual art, gastronomy and festive.  

To raise students confidence to apply visual arts skills in everyday practice.  

 

 

5. Connection of the activity to the existing curriculum or the common relevant 

school activities of the specific class:  
Activities took place at modeling classes and it great add to study plan to see how 

moulding can be applied in praxis.   

 

6. Duration (total school hours):  

moulding 2hours, negative ruber casting 2 hours, chocolate castin 2 hours.  

 

7. Methods and materials used: 

Materials were: plasticine, plastic base, adhesive tape, modeling stack, pencil, knife, 

cardboard, cutting board, ruler, molding rubber, scales, plastic utensils, stove, kettle, 

metal cups, spoons, towel, hot glue.  

Methods were: to choose visual motive, individual work, observing, team work.    

 

8. 1st phase (preparation) (activities, tools): 

Print source materials 1:1, make drawing, show off examples of lats coints. 

 

9. 2nd phase (implementation) (activities, tools):  

Make plasticine molding with stacks on proper basement.  



Cast rubber negative form and cast chocolate coins. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. How did you manage to cooperate with other teachers – classes – schools – 

bodies – partners?   
 

Following up the school working plan, during the preparation phase there were held 

some organisational meetings of the teachers responsible for the event.  The schedule 

of lessons was regulated by the Head of Studies to match with the accepted decisions. 

The composition and molding teachers in cooperation with the form teachers 

informed their students about the necessary changes and action program. 

 

11. Report – Evaluation – Results  

 

Day of Chocolate shows different approach to visual art. We remaind nacional 

symbols, did flat graphic to three dimensonal objects and made chocolate coins by 

ourselves. Everyone had fan to track process. Now we have colection of forms which 

can be applayed anytime. Students receive additional opportunities for applying 

knowledge and skills,  developing socio-cultural competence. 

 

 

 


